


• Sydney Art Deco is the first comprehensive reference book on Sydney’s Art 
Deco architecture with 800 full colour contemporary images and 200 
black and white archival photos.

• 432 pages highlighting 350 commercial, civic and industrial buildings plus 
houses, apartment blocks, cinemas, pubs and shops. Important historical 
details are included along with condensed summaries. In excess of 100 
local architects are identified.   

• As well as being a beautiful coffee table book with great imagery of Sydney, 
Sydney Art Deco can be a guide for the visitor to Sydney, an atlas for 
Sydneysiders to appreciate their city’s history, a reference book for the 
Art Deco lover, and a handbook for preservation of Sydney’s Art Deco 
heritage.                     

• Sydney Art Deco presents, as a counterpoint to the buildings, examples 
of artwork from some of Australia’s best artists who lived and painted in 
Sydney at the time including Margaret Preston, Grace Cossington Smith, 
Roland Wakelin and Dorrit Black. Additionally, the photographs of Sam 
Hood, Harold Cazneaux and Max Dupain are featured in the archival 
images, giving the reader a sense of yesterday next to today.

• The Potts Point / Elizabeth Bay area is revealed as matching New Zealand’s 
Napier and Miami’s South Beach areas, with over 60 Art Deco apartment 
blocks in a 1sq km area and 30 of the best highlighted in Sydney Art Deco. 
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This beautiful book explores and celebrates Sydney’s Art Deco 
architectural heritage and the lifestyle of Sydneysiders in the 
1930s and 1940s.  

With a glimpse of Australian artworks, fashion, furniture and 
accessories and 45 pages on the Potts Point \ Elizabeth Bay 
area, this book will be both an important reference and a 
welcome addition to your coffee table. 

 A beautiful book highlighting the amazing diversity and quality of Sydney’s Art Deco buildings    
               Robin Grow, President, Art Deco & Modernism Society of Australia

A comprehensive and visually stunning look at Sydney’s outstanding  Art Deco heritage  - a world class book for a world class city
    Joseph Loundy, President, International Coalition of Art Deco Societies and President, Chicago Art Deco Society, USA
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Peter Sheridan’s stunning new book on Sydney’s architecture and design is a treasure for Art Deco enthusiasts everywhere
   Roberta Nusim, President, New York Art Deco Society, USA 

Long-listed for the Indie Book Club Awards 2020

 This lush, photographic armchair journey through the architecture, design, furniture and accessories found in the Emerald City is a delight.
    Womens Weekly July 2019                   


